
Speech & Language Therapy Activities 
Week of: April 27, 2020 

 
Message to families: Hello Locust Lane families! Thank you to all of you who have worked with us as we completed our first 
official week of implementing At-Home Learning Plans. If you have not contacted us yet regarding a service plan for your child 
during COVID-19,  please reach out via email, phone, or text (920-619-0311) at your earliest convenience so we can discuss a 
plan that works best for your child and family. We will continue to provide services that best meet the needs of your family. In 
order for this to continue to be successful, please feel free to reach out to Alyssa (Speech-Language Therapist) and Kelsey (SLP 
student clinician) at awojtyna@ecasd.us and kworachek@ecasd.us with any questions or concerns you may have. Stay well!  
 
Obstacle Course: Set up an obstacle course in your house or yard. Some ideas you 
could include within the course:  

● Weave in between bottles or other items set a certain distance apart 
● Make a mountain of leaves or blankets to climb over/jump into 
● Set up chairs to climb over or under  
● Use sticks to create a “balance beam” to walk across  
● Set up a bucket or box that your child can throw sock balls into  
● Use a paper or garbage bag to compete in a sack race  
● Get creative and make up your own obstacle 

 
Align the obstacle course with your child’s individual speech/language target below:  
→ Articulation - “Saying Sounds”: Write down your child’s target speech sound(s) on 
pieces of paper and place one at each obstacle. When the child arrives at the obstacle, they 
must say their target sound or word 3 times before they can complete the obstacle and move forward.  
 

→ Expressive Language - “Using words and sentences”: As your child goes through the obstacle course, have them talk 
out what they are doing using complete phrases or sentences. For example, “I am going under the chairs” or “I am walking across 
the noodles.” You can recast the utterances that are not correct by simply restating them using appropriate grammar.  

● For younger kids, I would encourage parents to assist their child by modeling some more complex words such as “under, 
over, in, across, down, first, next, after, last” within their own sentences. For example, mom could say “you just ran under 
the slide, next throw the ball in the basket.”  

● For older kids, have them create longer/more complex sentences by combining phrases together. For example, “I jumped 
over the box.” “I ran through the yard.” → “I ran through the yard after I jumped over the box.” 

 
→ Receptive Language - “Understanding words, sentences, and stories”: Set up separate obstacles for your child to 
complete by listening and following your verbal directions. You can make your directions more or less complex based on your 
child’s level of comprehension. For younger children, focus on one-step directions: “crawl under the chairs.” For older children, 
you can include multi-step directions: “first toss 4 balls in the bucket, next weave in between the cones, after that hop through the 
hula hoops.”  
 
→ Social Skills - “Interacting with the people in your environment”: Practice turn-taking by alternating turns on the 
obstacles with parents or siblings. Practice teamwork and cooperative play by creating obstacles that require your child to work 
with others to complete the task. For example, “you each have to make 2 balls in the basket before you can move on to the next 
obstacle” or “you must hold hands with your partner as you weave in between the cones.”  
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